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Abstract. Radiation mechanism for relativistc charged particles spi-
raling along curved magnetic field is considered. Emission from many
electron revolutions around force line is taken into account.

Synchrotron radiation mechanism is among of the most important in ra-
dioastronomy. Curvature radiation, which has the same nature as synchrotron
radiation, has been suggested as a pulsar radiation mechanism (Radhakrishnan
1969) and it is widely applied for explanation of observational data (Radhakr-
ishnan & Rankin 1990). In this case the formulae of synchrotron theory are
used. But synchrotron radiation formulae, which are suitable only for the par-
ticles moving in uniform and straight magnetic fields, may be inadequate when
particles move in a curved magnetic field. In particular in the interpretation of
polarization data in extragalactic radio jets, or when one calculates the power
radiated by relativistic particles in pulsar magnetosphere. Attempts (Cheng &
Zhang 1996; Sobolev 1999) have been made to describe the radiation of rela-
tivistic charged particles moving in curved magnetic field.

General radiation formulae for relativistic charged particles moving in curved
magnetic field are obtained in the work. Parametric region, in which this radi-
ation mechanism is applicable, is found for pulsar magnetosphere.

There is a charged particle (with Lorentz factor 1 ~ 1) that exhibits a
circular motion around the guiding center, which is moving with a constant speed
along the circular magnetic field line. Synchrotron-curvature radiation (Cheng &
Zhang 1996) takes place as long as the radius of the curvature of the trajectory
is comparable with the curvature radius (R) of the magnetic field. We are
considering here the case when the curvature radius of the trajectory less than

( )
- 1/ 2

R. In this case for small pitch angles ('l/Jp < 1/'Y11' where 111 == 1 - /3J1 » 1,
(c/311 - the guiding center velocity along field lines) the synchrotron radiation
is replaced by a sum of the curvature and undulator radiation (Sobolev 1999).
The term "undulator" radiation is used for a case when the radiation is coming
from many electron spiraling around magnetic field line.

If the radiation is from a segment (R/'YII) of the trajectory, which contains
N > 1 cyclotron periods, then at small pitch angles the emitted spectrum con-
sists of both broadband curvature radiation at low frequencies and relatively
narrowband undulator radiation at higher frequencies (Fig.1).
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The power spectrum of undulator radiation at the first harmonic may be
written down in the form

dP1r
u

3W (N sin '¢p )2~ (1 _ 2~1/2 + 2~3/2) 0(1 _ ~)
dw 4 IWB I '

dPq
U

3 W (N sin '¢p )\0(1 - 0
dw 4 IWB I '

where O(x) = {l,x ~ O;O,x < O}, ~ = w/(2IwBI'II)' WB = eB/(,mc), N =

IWBIR/('llc), W = (2/3)(e2/c)(c/R)2,~ - the total power of the curvature
radiation.

The total power of the undulator radiation emitted in tt- and a-polarization
components are p 1r

u = 0.41W(N'1I sin'l/Jp)2 and P: = 0.75W(N'11 sin'l/Jp)2;
though for synchrotron radiation P1r = (1/8)W and Pq == (7/8)W.

Fig.1 shows the spectrum distributions of the undulator-curvature radia-
tion. The first peak corresponds to curvature radiation, the second and third
peaks are associated with the first and second harmonics of undulator radia-
tion, respectively. Thus, in pulsar magnetosphere relativistic particles may lose
energy by two emitting mechanisms: curvature radiation with a high degree
of linear polarization and undulator mechanism with a high degree of circular
polarization.
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Figure 1. Spectrum distributions of undulator-curvature radiation
for tt- (left) and a- polarizations (right); B = 106G, R == 108cm, 'II =

104 , (and N = 103); pitch angles: 'l/Jp == 0.1/'11 (dashed curves); 1',,'l/Jp ==
0.01 (solid curves); 1'1I'l/Jp == 0.001 (dotted curves).
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